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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a straddle-type
vehicle equipped with an automatic transmission appa-
ratus according to the preamble of claim 1, claim 2, and
claim 3, respectively.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Automatic transmission apparatuses equipped
with a multi-geared type transmission mechanism having
a dog clutch, a clutch, and one or two actuators for driving
the clutches and the transmission mechanism are con-
ventionally known. In the automatic transmission appa-
ratus, a control device such as an Electronic Control Unit
(ECU) outputs a gear shifting command according to the
driving condition of a straddle-type vehicle, or the rider
allows the gear shifting command to output by operating
a shift switch or the like, so that the actuator is driven.
The actuator performs a series of operations, such as
causing the clutch to disengage, subsequently changing
the gear position of the transmission mechanism, and
thereafter causing the clutch to engage.
[0003] US 6 015 364 A discloses the features of the
preambles of claims 1 - 3.
[0004] When the clutch is disengaged, a rotational
speed difference arises between a drive side rotator and
a driven side rotator of the clutch. When the rotational
speed difference is large in the clutch just before the en-
gagement, a shock occurs at the time of engagement of
the clutch. JP 2006 170225 A discloses a technique for
reducing such a shock. The automatic transmission ap-
paratus described in JP 2006 170225 A detects a rota-
tional speed difference between the drive side rotator
and the driven side rotator and adjusts the engagement
speed of the clutch according to the rotational speed dif-
ference.
[0005] However, a shock also occurs when disengag-
ing the clutch. The details are as follows. The clutch is
engaged before shifting gears. Therefore, torque is trans-
mitted from the drive side rotator to the driven side rotator,
and mechanical power is transmitted to the driving wheel.
However, when the clutch is disengaged at the time of
shifting gears, the torque transmitted to the driven side
rotator is lost. As a consequence, the mechanical power
is no longer transmitted to the driving wheel. If the torque
is abruptly lost, the mechanical power transmitted to the
driving wheel is instantly lost. Such an abrupt loss of the
drive force can be a shock that impairs the riding comfort
for the rider. Although the above-mentioned conventional
technique aims at reducing the shock at the time of en-
gaging the clutch, it does not address a shock at the time
of disengaging the clutch.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] According to the present invention, the above
problems are solved by a straddle-type vehicle equipped
with an automatic transmission apparatus as defined in
claim 1, claim 2, and claim 3, respectively.
[0007] Preferred embodiments provide an automatic
transmission apparatus that significantly reduces a
shock at the time of disengaging the clutch.
[0008] An automatic transmission apparatus accord-
ing to a preferred embodiment comprises a clutch includ-
ing a drive side rotator to which engine torque is trans-
mitted and a driven side rotator arranged to contact with
and separate from the drive side rotator; a multi-gear
transmission mechanism including a dog clutch and dis-
posed between the driven side rotator of the clutch and
a driving wheel of a straddle-type vehicle; at least one
actuator arranged to drive the clutch and the multi-gear
transmission mechanism; a torque changing device ar-
ranged to change the engine torque; a gear shifting com-
mand output device arranged to output a gear shifting
command; and a transmission control system arranged
and programmed to control the at least one actuator and
the torque changing device. The transmission control
system includes a shock reduction control unit arranged
and programmed to execute a control process to, upon
receiving the gear shifting command from the gear shift-
ing command output device, reduce the engine torque
by controlling the torque changing device and thereafter
to start to disengage the clutch by controlling the at least
one actuator.
[0009] When the transmission control system is
equipped with a shock reduction control unit as described
above, the engine torque decreases before disengaging
the clutch. Therefore, the difference in the drive force
applied to the driving wheel before and after disengaging
the clutch can be kept small. Accordingly, it is possible
to prevent the abrupt loss of the drive force at the time
of disengaging the clutch. As a result, the shock at the
time of disengaging the clutch can be alleviated.
[0010] In another preferred embodiment, the shock re-
duction control unit controls the at least one actuator so
as to start to change a gear position of the multi-gear
transmission mechanism at the same time as or after
starting to disengage the clutch.
[0011] Since changing of the gear position is started
at the same time as or after disengaging the clutch, the
engine torque can be reduced by the torque changing
device prior to changing the gear position.
[0012] In another preferred embodiment, the torque
changing device includes an electronic throttle valve pro-
vided for the engine. The shock reduction control unit
reduces the engine torque by reducing an opening of the
electronic throttle valve.
[0013] By reducing the opening of the throttle valve in
this way, the air intake amount to the engine is adjusted,
so that the engine torque can be reduced. This makes it
possible to prevent the abrupt loss of the drive force at
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the time of disengaging the clutch more suitably. As a
result, the shock at the time of disengaging the clutch
can be alleviated more suitably.
[0014] In another preferred embodiment, the straddle-
type vehicle includes an accelerator operator to be op-
erated by a rider. The shock reduction control unit is ar-
ranged and programmed to set a time from when starting
to reduce the opening of the electronic throttle valve to
when starting to disengage the clutch to be a first time,
if an operation amount of the accelerator operator is a
first operation amount when receiving the gear shifting
command from the gear shifting command output device;
and set the time from when starting to reduce the opening
of the electronic throttle valve to when starting to disen-
gage the clutch to be a second time that is shorter than
the first time, if the operation amount of the accelerator
operator is a second operation amount that is greater
than the first operation amount when receiving the gear
shifting command.
[0015] The shock reduction control unit makes it pos-
sible to appropriately change the time from when starting
to reduce the opening of the electronic throttle valve to
when starting to disengage the clutch according to the
acceleration request by the rider. In addition, when the
acceleration request by the rider is greater, the above-
mentioned time becomes shorter, so gear shifting time
can be shortened.
[0016] In another preferred embodiment, the straddle-
type vehicle includes an accelerator operator to be op-
erated by a rider. The shock reduction control unit is ar-
ranged and programmed to reduce the opening of the
electronic throttle valve at a first rate, if an operation
amount of the accelerator operator is a first operation
amount when receiving the gear shifting command from
the gear shifting command output device; and reduce the
opening of the electronic throttle valve at a second rate
that is lower than the first rate, if the operation amount
of the accelerator operator is a second operation amount
that is greater than the first operation amount when re-
ceiving the gear shifting command.
[0017] The shock reduction control unit makes it pos-
sible to appropriately change the rate of reducing the
opening of the electronic throttle valve according to the
acceleration request by the rider. When the acceleration
request by the rider is greater, the rider demands quicker
acceleration. Accordingly, when the acceleration request
by the rider is greater, the opening of the throttle valve
is reduced at a slower rate, so that abrupt reduction of
the drive force can be prevented.
[0018] In another preferred embodiment, the straddle-
type vehicle includes an accelerator operator to be op-
erated by a rider. The shock reduction control unit is ar-
ranged and programmed to set an opening that the elec-
tronic throttle valve reaches from when starting to reduce
the opening of the electronic throttle valve to when start-
ing to disengage the clutch to be a first opening, if an
operation amount of the accelerator operator is a first
operation amount when receiving the gear shifting com-

mand from the gear shifting command output device; and
set the opening that the electronic throttle valve reaches
from when starting to reduce the opening of the electronic
throttle valve to when starting to disengage the clutch to
be a second opening that is greater than the first opening,
if the operation amount of the accelerator operator is a
second operation amount that is greater than the first
operation amount when receiving the gear shifting com-
mand.
[0019] The shock reduction control unit makes it pos-
sible to appropriately change the opening that the elec-
tronic throttle valve reaches from when starting to reduce
the opening of the electronic throttle valve to when start-
ing to disengage the clutch according to the acceleration
request by the rider. When the acceleration request by
the rider is greater, the rider demands quicker accelera-
tion. Accordingly, when the acceleration request by the
rider is greater, the opening that the electronic throttle
valve reaches when starting to disengage the clutch is
set to be greater, so that abrupt reduction of the drive
force can be prevented.
[0020] In another non-claimed embodiment, the strad-
dle-type vehicle includes an accelerator operator to be
operated by a rider. The transmission control system in-
cludes a determining unit arranged to determine whether
or not an operation amount of the accelerator operator
is equal to or greater than a threshold value when receiv-
ing the gear shifting command from the gear shifting com-
mand output device; and a normal control unit arranged
and programmed to execute a normal control process to,
upon receiving the gear shifting command from the gear
shifting command output device, reduce the engine
torque by the torque changing device at the same time
as or after starting to disengage the clutch. The trans-
mission control system executes the normal control proc-
ess using the normal control unit in place of the control
process using the shock reduction control unit, if the de-
termining unit determines that the operation amount is
equal to or greater than the threshold value.
[0021] With such a configuration, the control procedure
can be changed appropriately according to the acceler-
ation request by the rider. In addition, when the acceler-
ation request by the rider is greater, the normal control
process is executed, so that the acceleration time can
be shortened.
[0022] In another preferred embodiment, the torque
changing device preferably includes an ignition device
provided in the engine. The shock reduction control unit
reduces the engine torque by performing an ignition tim-
ing retard control process for the ignition device.
[0023] When the fuel ignition timing for the engine is
delayed by executing the ignition timing retard control
process in this way, the engine torque can be reduced
before disengaging the clutch. This makes it possible to
prevent the abrupt loss of the drive force at the time of
disengaging the clutch more suitably and at the same
time to reduce the shock at the time of disengaging the
clutch more suitably.
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[0024] In another preferred embodiment, the torque
changing device preferably includes a fuel supply system
arranged to supply fuel to the engine. The shock reduc-
tion control unit reduces the engine torque by controlling
a fuel supply amount or fuel supply timing of the fuel
supply system.
[0025] When the fuel supply amount or fuel supply tim-
ing of the fuel supply system is controlled in this way, the
engine torque can be reduced before disengaging the
clutch. This makes it possible to prevent the abrupt loss
of the drive force at the time of disengaging the clutch
more suitably and at the same time to reduce the shock
at the time of disengaging the clutch more suitably.
[0026] In another preferred embodiment, the gear
shifting command output device preferably includes a
control device arranged and programmed to output the
gear shifting command according to a driving condition
of the straddle-type vehicle.
[0027] With the control device that outputs a gear shift-
ing command, gear shifting is performed irrespective of
the rider’s intention. With the above-described configu-
ration, the engine torque is reduced before disengaging
the clutch, so an advance sign for the gear shifting can
be generated in advance. By receiving the advance sign,
the rider can prepare for the gear shifting in advance. As
a result, the rider can easily obtain a connected feel with
the vehicle.
[0028] In another preferred embodiment, the automat-
ic transmission apparatus also preferably comprises a
notification device arranged to provide notification by one
of visual indication, sound, or vibration when the shock
reduction control unit executes the control process.
[0029] This allows the rider to obtain an advance sign
of gear shifting visually, auditorily, or physically, for ex-
ample.
[0030] In another preferred embodiment, a straddle-
type vehicle comprises an automatic transmission appa-
ratus with the above-described configuration.
[0031] This makes it possible to provide a straddle-
type vehicle including an automatic transmission appa-
ratus that can lessen a shock at the time of disengaging
the clutch.
[0032] Preferred embodiments provide an automatic
transmission apparatus that significantly reduces a
shock at the time of disengaging the clutch.
[0033] The above and other elements, features, steps,
characteristics and advantages of the present invention
will become more apparent from the following detailed
description of the preferred embodiments with reference
to the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0034]

Fig. 1 is a side view of a motorcycle according to a
first preferred embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a configuration diagram illustrating a drive

system of the motorcycle shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating main elements
of the motorcycle according to the first preferred em-
bodiment.
Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the control process
of an automatic transmission apparatus according
to the first preferred embodiment.
Fig. 5 is a chart showing changes over time of the
clutch position, the gear position, the throttle open-
ing, and the rear wheel driving force (torque) in a
shock reduction control process according to the first
preferred embodiment.
Fig. 6 is a graph illustrating the relationship between
an accelerator operation amount, a first time of a first
reduction control process, and a second time of a
second reduction control process according to the
first preferred embodiment.
Fig. 7 is a view illustrating a notification device ac-
cording to the first preferred embodiment.
Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating main elements
of the motorcycle according to a second preferred
non-claimed embodiment.
Fig. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the control process
of an automatic transmission apparatus according
to the second preferred non-claimed embodiment.
Fig. 10 is a chart showing changes over time of the
clutch position, the gear position, the throttle open-
ing, and the rear wheel driving force in a normal con-
trol process according to the second preferred non-
claimed embodiment.
Fig. 11 is a chart showing changes over time of the
clutch position, the gear position, the throttle open-
ing, and the rear wheel driving force in a shock re-
duction control process according to a third preferred
embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0035] Hereinbelow, preferred embodiments of the
present invention will be described. It should be noted
that the other matters not specifically mentioned in this
description but necessary to implement the present in-
vention can be understood as design variations by a
skilled person based on the prior art in the technical field.
The present invention may be implemented based on the
content disclosed herein and the common technical
knowledge in the field.
[0036] Hereinbelow, a motorcycle equipped with an
automatic transmission apparatus according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention will be de-
scribed with reference to the drawings. Fig. 1 is a side
view illustrating a motorcycle 1. In the present descrip-
tion, the terms "front," "rear," "left," and "right" respec-
tively refer to front, rear, left, and right as defined based
on the perspective of the rider seated on a later-described
seat 14. Reference characters F and Re in the drawings
indicate front and rear, respectively.
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[0037] The motorcycle 1 is one example of the strad-
dle-type vehicle according to the present preferred em-
bodiment. The motorcycle 1 preferably is what is called
an on-road type motorcycle. For example, the straddle-
type vehicle according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention may be any type of motorcycle includ-
ing an off-road type motorcycle, a sport bike type motor-
cycle, a scooter type motorcycle, and a moped type mo-
torcycle. The straddle-type vehicle according to the
present invention is not limited to the motorcycle 1. For
example, the straddle-type vehicle according to the
present invention may be an ATV, a four-wheeled all-
terrain vehicle, and the like.
[0038] As illustrated in Fig. 1, the motorcycle 1 includes
a head pipe 3 and a body frame 6. The body frame 6
includes a pair of left and right frame unit 6a extending
rearward the head pipe 3. In Fig. 1, of the frame portions,
only the frame portion 6a is depicted. A rear portion of
the frame portion 6a extends downward. A rear-arm
bracket 5 is connected to a rear portion of the frame por-
tion 6a. A front end portion of a rear arm 21 is connected
to the rear-arm bracket 5 via a pivot shaft 22. The rear
arm 21 is supported vertically swingably by the pivot shaft
22. A rear wheel 23 is supported at a rear end portion of
the rear arm 21.
[0039] A fuel tank 13 is disposed above the frame por-
tion 6a. A seat 14 for the rider to be seated is disposed
at the rear of the fuel tank 13.
[0040] A front fork 10 is supported rotatably by the head
pipe 3. A handle bar 4 is provided at the upper end of the
front fork 10. A front wheel 12 is provided rotatably at a
lower end of the front fork 10. A power unit 20 is mounted
on the frame portion 6a and the rear-arm bracket 5 in a
suspended manner.
[0041] Fig. 2 is a configuration diagram illustrating a
drive system of the motorcycle 1 shown in Fig. 1. A right
grip 4R of the handlebar 4 includes an accelerator 63.
An accelerator opening sensor S63 is fitted to the accel-
erator 63. The accelerator opening sensor S63 detects
the operation amount of the accelerator 63 by the rider
(i.e., throttle opening). A shift switch 30 is provided on a
left grip 4L side of the handlebar 4. The shift switch 30
includes a shift-up switch 30a and a shift-down switch
30b. The shift switch 30 can increase or decrease the
shift position from between neutral and the top gear po-
sition (for example, the 6-th gear position) by manual
operation. An indicator 31 that visually indicates the cur-
rent shift position or the like is provided at a center portion
of the handlebar 4.
[0042] A throttle valve 65 is fitted to a throttle 36, which
defines an intake passage. A throttle drive actuator 37 is
provided at the right end of a valve shaft 48 of the throttle
valve 65. The throttle valve 65 is driven by the throttle
drive actuator 37. The throttle valve 65 preferably is an
electronic throttle valve. The throttle valve 65 is config-
ured to be electronically controlled by the throttle drive
actuator 37. A throttle opening sensor S65 is provided at
the left end of the valve shaft 48 of the throttle valve 65.

The throttle drive actuator 37 and the throttle opening
sensor S65 constitute a DBW (drive-by-wire) 38. The
DBW 38 is arranged to cause the throttle valve 65 to open
and close by the throttle drive actuator 37 according to
the detection result by the throttle opening sensor S65.
[0043] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the power unit 20 at least
includes an engine 45, a clutch 44, and a transmission
mechanism 43. The engine 45, the clutch 44, and the
transmission mechanism 43 preferably are assembled
integrally to a crankcase 26 (see Fig. 1).
[0044] The engine 45 according to the present pre-
ferred embodiment preferably is an internal combustion
engine that uses gasoline as the fuel, for example. How-
ever, the engine 45 is not limited to the internal combus-
tion engine such as a gasoline engine. The engine 45
may be an electric motor engine or the like, for example.
The engine 45 may also be one in which a gasoline en-
gine and an electric motor engine are combined. The
engine 45 includes a crankshaft 25.
[0045] The crankshaft 25 outputs the torque of the en-
gine 45. The power unit 20 includes a main shaft 41 and
a drive shaft 42. The crankshaft 25 is coupled to a main
shaft 41 via the clutch 44. The main shaft 41 is arranged
parallel or substantially parallel to the crankshaft 25. The
main shaft 41 is also arranged parallel or substantially
parallel to a drive shaft 42.
[0046] The clutch 44 in the present preferred embod-
iment preferably is a multiple friction plate clutch. The
clutch 44 includes a clutch housing 443 and a clutch boss
447. A plurality of friction plates 445 are provided in the
clutch housing 443. A plurality of clutch plates 449 are
provided outside the clutch boss 447. Each of the friction
plates 445 rotates together with the clutch housing 443.
Each of the friction plates 445 is displaceable with respect
to the axial direction of the main shaft 41. The friction
plates 445 are arrayed along the axial direction of the
main shaft 41. The friction plate 445 constitutes the "drive
side rotator" in the clutch 44.
[0047] Each of the clutch plates 449 faces an adjacent
one of the friction plates 445. Each of the clutch plates
449 rotates together with the clutch boss 447. Each of
the clutch plates 449 is displaceable with respect to the
axial direction of the main shaft 41. The clutch plate 449
constitutes the "driven side rotator" in the clutch 44. In
the present preferred embodiment, the plurality of friction
plates 445 and the plurality of clutch plates 449 define a
plate assembly 442.
[0048] As illustrated in Fig. 2, a pressure plate 451 is
disposed vehicle-widthwise outward of the main shaft 41
(i.e., on the right in Fig. 2). The pressure plate 451 pref-
erably is substantially disc-shaped. A pressing portion
451B projecting toward the plate assembly 442 side is
provided in a radially outward portion of the pressure
plate 451. The pressing portion 451B faces the friction
plate 445 that is located on the rightmost side of the plate
assembly 442.
[0049] The clutch 44 is provided with a spring 450. The
spring 450 urges the pressure plate 451 vehicle-width-
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wise inwardly (i.e., leftward in Fig. 2). In other words, the
spring 450 urges the pressure plate 451 in a direction in
which the pressing portion 451B presses the plate as-
sembly 442.
[0050] A center portion of the pressure plate 451 is
engaged with one end portion (the right end portion in
Fig. 2) of a push rod 455 via a bearing 457. This allows
the pressure plate 451 to be rotatable relative to the push
rod 455. Note that the main shaft 41 preferably has a
tubular shape. The other end portion (the left end portion)
of the push rod 455 is accommodated inside the main
shaft 41. Inside the main shaft 41, a spherical ball 459 is
provided adjacent to the other end portion (the left end
portion) of the push rod 455. Further inside the main shaft
41, a push rod 461 is provided adjacently to the ball 459.
[0051] A left end portion of the push rod 461 protrudes
from the main shaft 41. A piston 463 is provided integrally
with the left end portion of the push rod 461. The piston
463 is guided by the cylinder main body 465, and it is
slidable in the axial directions of the main shaft 41.
[0052] The clutch 44 is driven preferably by a clutch
actuator 60. In the present preferred embodiment, the
clutch actuator 60 preferably is an electric motor, but the
clutch actuator 60 is not limited to the electric motor. The
clutch actuator 60 drives the clutch 44 so that the clutch
44 can be engaged and disengaged. When the clutch
actuator 60 is actuated, lubrication oil is supplied into a
space 467 surrounded by the piston 463 and the cylinder
main body 465. When lubrication oil is supplied into the
space 467, the piston 463 is pushed and shifted rightward
in Fig. 2. Thereby, the piston 463 pushes the pressure
plate 451 rightward in Fig. 2, via the push rod 461, the
ball 459, the push rod 455, and the bearing 457. When
the pressure plate 451 is pushed rightward in Fig. 2, the
pressing portion 451B of the pressure plate 451 is sep-
arated from the friction plates 445, and the clutch 44 is
brought into a disengaged state.
[0053] At the time when the clutch 44 is engaged, the
pressure plate 451 is moved leftward in Fig. 2 by the
spring 450. When the pressure plate 451 moves leftward
in Fig. 2, the pressing portion 451B presses the plate
assembly 442 leftward. As a result, the friction plates 445
and the clutch plates 449 in the plate assembly 442 are
brought into pressure contact with each other. Thereby,
the clutch 44 is brought into an engaged state.
[0054] On the other hand, in the disengaged state of
the clutch 44, the pressure plate 451 is moved rightward
in Fig. 2 by the push rod 451. Then, the pressing portion
451B of the pressure plate 451 is separated from the
plate assembly 442. In the state in which the pressing
portion 451B is separated from the plate assembly 442,
the friction plates 445 and the clutch plates 449 are not
in pressure contact with each other. A slight clearance
is provided between each of the friction plates 445 and
each of the clutch plates 449. Therefore, a friction force
that can transmit a drive force does not occur between
the friction plates 445 and the clutch plates 449.
[0055] Thus, the pressure plate 451 moves in one of

the axial directions of the main shaft 41 or in the other
direction according to the magnitude relationship be-
tween the drive force of the clutch actuator 60 and the
urging force of the spring 450. According to the above-
described movement, the clutch 44 is brought into an
engaged state or a disengaged state.
[0056] A gear 310 is supported integrally on the crank-
shaft 25 of the engine 45. A gear 441 that meshes with
the gear 310 is supported on the main shaft 41. The gear
441 is rotatable relative to the main shaft 41. The gear
441 is provided integrally with, for example, the clutch
housing 443. As a result, the torque of the engine 45 is
transmitted from the crankshaft 25 via the gear 441 to
the clutch housing 443. Also, the torque of the engine 45
is transmitted the clutch housing 443 to the clutch boss
447 by the friction force produced between the plurality
of friction plates 445 and the plurality of clutch plates 449.
The clutch boss 447 and the main shaft 41 rotate inte-
grally with each other. This means that there is no relative
rotation between the clutch boss 447 and the main shaft
41. Therefore, when the clutch 44 is engaged, the torque
of the engine 45 is transmitted to the main shaft 41.
[0057] The push rod 455 is not limited to a push rod
that pushes the pressure plate 451 rightward in Fig. 2 by
a mechanism inserted in the main shaft 41. The push rod
455 may be a push rod that pulls the pressure plate 451
rightward in Fig. 2 by a mechanism provided vehicle-
widthwise outward (i.e., rightward in Fig. 2) of the pres-
sure plate 451.
[0058] The clutch 44 may not be a multiple plate clutch
but may be a single plate clutch, for example. The clutch
44 may also be provided with a centrifugal weight. In this
case, the clutch 44 is engaged/disengaged by actuation
of the clutch actuator 60 and the centrifugal force of the
centrifugal weight.
[0059] Next, the configuration of the transmission
mechanism 43 will be described in detail. The transmis-
sion mechanism 43 according to the present preferred
embodiment preferably is what is called a dog clutch type
transmission mechanism, and a multi-speed type trans-
mission mechanism, for example. The transmission
mechanism 43 is disposed on a power transmission path
to transmit the mechanical power of the engine 45 to the
rear wheel 23 (see Fig. 1), between the friction plates
445 of the clutch 44 and the rear wheel 23. The trans-
mission mechanism 43 includes later-described trans-
mission gears 49 and 420, a shift drum 421, a shift fork
422, a shift actuator 70, and so forth.
[0060] A plurality of transmission gears 49 are attached
to the main shaft 41. On the other hand, a plurality of
transmission gears 420 that correspond to the above-
mentioned plurality of transmission gears 49 are attached
to the drive shaft 42. Each of the transmission gears 49
and each of the transmission gears 420 include an en-
gaging portion including a protrusion protruding in an ax-
ial direction of the main shaft 41 or a recess recessed in
an axial direction of the main shaft 41. Of the plurality of
transmission gears 49 and the plurality of transmission
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gears 420, only selected one or more of the transmission
gears 49 and 420 are engaged with each other. The en-
gaging portions of the transmission gears 49 and the
transmission gears 420 overlap with each other with re-
spect to the axial direction of the main shaft 41, such that
the transmission gears 49 and the transmission gears
420 are engaged with each other. At least one of the
transmission gears 49 other than the selected one of the
transmission gears 49 and the transmission gears 420
other than the selected one of the transmission gears
420 is allowed to be rotatable relative to the main shaft
41 or the drive shaft 42. In other words, at least one of
the non-selected transmission gears 49 and the non-se-
lected transmission gears 420 is allowed to spin freely
relative to the main shaft 41 or the drive shaft 42. The
transmission of rotation between the main shaft 41 and
the drive shaft 42 is carried out only through the selected
transmission gear 49 and the selected transmission gear
420 that mesh with each other.
[0061] The selection of the transmission gear 49 and
the transmission gear 420 is performed by the shift drum
421. According to the rotation of the shift drum 421, the
combination of the transmission gears 49 and 420 that
engage with each other is changed. A plurality of cam
grooves 421a are located in the outer circumferential sur-
face of the shift drum 421. A shift fork 422 is fitted to each
of the cam grooves 421a. Each shift fork 422 engages
with a predetermined transmission gear 49 of the main
shaft 41 and a predetermined transmission gear 420 of
the drive shaft 42. In response to rotation of the shift drum
421, each of the plurality of the shift forks 422 is guided
by the cam grooves 421a to move in an axial direction
of the main shaft 41. As a result, of the transmission gears
49 and 420, the gears to be engaged with each other are
selected. More specifically, of the plurality of transmis-
sion gears 49 and the plurality of transmission gears 420,
only the pair of gears that is located at the position cor-
responding to the rotation angle of the shift drum 421 is
brought into a fixed state relative to the main shaft 41
and the drive shaft 42 by a spline. Thereby, the gear
position in the transmission mechanism 43 is determined.
As a result, the transmission of rotation is carried out
between the main shaft 41 and the drive shaft 42 through
the transmission gear 49 and the transmission gear 420
at a predetermined transmission gear ratio. The shift
drum 421 is rotated only by a predetermined angle by a
shift rod 75 moving back and forth.
[0062] Switching of the transmission gears of the trans-
mission mechanism 43, in other words, a change of the
gear position of the transmission mechanism 43, is per-
formed by the shift actuator 70. In the present preferred
embodiment, the shift actuator 70 preferably is an electric
motor. However, the shift actuator 70 is not limited to the
electric motor. The shift actuator 70 is connected to the
shift drum 421 via the shift rod 75. The shift actuator 70
changes the combination of the transmission gears 49
and 420 that engage with each other by rotating the shift
drum 421. The shift rod 75 is driven by the shift actuator

70 to thereby move back and forth.
[0063] With such a configuration as described above,
when the engine 45 is operated under the condition in
which a predetermined pair of transmission gear 49 and
transmission gear 420 are fixed respectively to the main
shaft 41 and the drive shaft 42 and the clutch 44 is brought
into an engaged state, the torque of the engine 45 is
transmitted to the main shaft 41 via the clutch 44. Also,
the transmission of rotation is carried out at a predeter-
mined transmission gear ratio between the main shaft 41
and the drive shaft 42 via the predetermined pair of trans-
mission gear 49 and transmission gear 420, so that the
drive shaft 42 is rotated. When the drive shaft 42 is ro-
tated, the torque is transmitted by a power transmission
mechanism 47 (see Fig. 1) that connects the drive shaft
42 to a rear wheel 23 (see Fig. 1), so that the rear wheel
23 is rotated.
[0064] Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing main ele-
ments of the motorcycle 1. The motorcycle 1 includes
the engine 45, the clutch 44, and the transmission mech-
anism 43. An intake pipe 61 and an exhaust pipe 62 are
connected to the engine 45. The engine 45 is provided
with an ignition device 67. A throttle valve 65 is disposed
in the intake pipe 61. The throttle valve 65 adjusts the
amount and speed of the air flowing through the intake
pipe 61. A fuel supply system 66 arranged to supply fuel
is provided on the intake pipe 61. The type of the fuel
supply system 66 is not particularly limited. A fuel injec-
tion system, a carburetor, or the like may be suitably used
for the fuel supply system 66.
[0065] Next, an automatic transmission apparatus 50
according to the present preferred embodiment will be
described below. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the automatic
transmission apparatus 50 includes the clutch 44, the
transmission mechanism 43, the throttle valve 65, the
clutch actuator 60, the shift actuator 70, the throttle drive
actuator 37, and the shift switch 30. The automatic trans-
mission apparatus 50 also includes an ECU (Electric
Control Unit) 90. In various preferred embodiments of
the present invention, the ECU 90 preferably constitutes
the transmission control system. The ECU 90 controls
the engine 45, etc., in addition to the clutch actuator 60,
the shift actuator 70, and the throttle drive actuator 37.
[0066] The automatic transmission apparatus 50 in-
cludes the previously-mentioned accelerator opening
sensor S63, an engine rotational speed sensor S45, the
throttle opening sensor S65, a vehicle speed sensor S23,
an output shaft rotational speed sensor S42, and a gear
position sensor S43. As described previously, the accel-
erator opening sensor S63 is provided on the accelerator
63. The accelerator opening sensor S63 detects the op-
eration amount of the accelerator 63. The engine rota-
tional speed sensor S45 detects the rotational speed of
the engine 45 (more specifically, the rotational speed of
the crankshaft 25 of the engine 45). The throttle opening
sensor S65 detects the opening of the throttle valve 65.
The output shaft rotational speed sensor S42 detects the
rotational speed of the drive shaft 42, i.e., the output shaft
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of the transmission mechanism 43. The gear position
sensor S43 detects the gear position of the transmission
mechanism 43. The vehicle speed sensor S23 detects
the vehicle speed of the motorcycle 1. In the present pre-
ferred embodiment, the vehicle speed sensor S23 is con-
figured to detect the rotational speed of the rear wheel
23. The vehicle speed is detected based on the rotational
speed of the rear wheel 23. However, the method of de-
tecting the vehicle speed is not particularly limited.
[0067] The shift switch 30, the accelerator opening
sensor S63, the engine rotational speed sensor S45, the
throttle opening sensor S65, the vehicle speed sensor
S23, the output shaft rotational speed sensor S42, and
the gear position sensor S43 are connected to the ECU
90. The ECU 90 receives signals from the shift switch
30, the accelerator opening sensor S63, the engine ro-
tational speed sensor S45, the throttle opening sensor
S65, the vehicle speed sensor S23, the output shaft ro-
tational speed sensor S42, and the gear position sensor
S43. The ECU 90 is also connected to the throttle drive
actuator 37, the clutch actuator 60, the shift actuator 70,
the ignition device 67, and the fuel supply system 66.
The ECU 90 outputs control signals to the throttle drive
actuator 37, the clutch actuator 60, the shift actuator 70,
the ignition device 67, and the fuel supply system 66.
[0068] When the clutch 44 is disengaged during the
gear shifting control process, a drive force is no longer
transmitted to the rear wheel 23 since the torque of the
engine 45 is lost. If the torque of the engine 45 is abruptly
lost, the drive force transmitted to the rear wheel 23 is
instantly lost. Such an abrupt loss of the drive force can
be a shock that impairs the riding comfort for the rider.
The automatic transmission apparatus 50 according to
the present preferred embodiment reduces the above-
mentioned shock when disengaging the clutch 44 in the
gear shifting control process.
[0069] As illustrated in Fig. 3, the ECU 90 includes a
shock reduction control unit 96 that starts to disengage
the clutch 44 after reducing the opening of the throttle
valve 65, in other words, after reducing the torque of the
engine 45.
[0070] Next, the control process of the automatic trans-
mission apparatus 50 according to the present preferred
embodiment will be described with reference to Figs. 4
and 5. Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the control process
of the automatic transmission apparatus 50 according to
the present preferred embodiment. Fig. 5 is a chart show-
ing changes over time of the clutch position, the gear
position, the throttle opening, and the torque of the rear
wheel in the shock reduction control process according
to the present preferred embodiment.
[0071] As illustrated in Fig. 4, first, at step S100, the
rider presses the shift-up switch 30a (see Fig. 2) or the
shift-down switch 30b (see Fig. 2), and as a result, the
ECU 90 receives a gear shifting command signal. Refer-
ring to Fig. 5, the ECU 90 receives the gear shifting com-
mand at time t0. In the present preferred embodiment, a
control process for upshifting when the rider presses the

shift-up switch 30a will be described. A similar control
process is executed for the control process for downshift-
ing when the rider presses the shift-down switch 30b.
Note that the shift-up switch 30a and the shift-down
switch 30b preferably constitute the gear shifting com-
mand output device.
[0072] Next, at step S110 in Fig. 4 (time t0 onward in
Fig. 5), the ECU 90 executes a shock reduction control
process. Conventionally, the ECU 90 starts to disengage
the clutch 44 after receiving the gear shifting command
signal. In the present preferred embodiment, however,
the shock reduction control process is executed before
starting to disengage the clutch 44. This shock reduction
control process is performed for the purpose of reducing
the shock that impairs the riding comfort of the rider,
which results from the abrupt loss of the torque of the
engine 45 at the time of disengaging the clutch 44. The
ECU 90 reduces the torque of the engine 45 by executing
the shock reduction control process. The ECU 90 drives
the throttle drive actuator 37 so as to reduce the opening
of the throttle valve 65 before starting to disengage the
clutch 44. The ECU 90 reduces the torque of the engine
45 by reducing the opening of the throttle valve 65, that
is, by reducing the amount of the air flowing through the
intake pipe 61 connected to the engine 45, before starting
to disengage the clutch 44. As a result, the drive force of
the rear wheel 23 is reduced.
[0073] When the operation amount of the accelerator
63 by the rider (hereinafter also referred to as the "ac-
celerator operation amount") is greater at the time when
the ECU 90 receives the gear shifting command signal,
in other words, when the acceleration request by the rider
is greater at that time, it means that the rider demands
quicker acceleration. In this case, the riding comfort of
the rider can be improved by shortening the gear shifting
time. Accordingly, the shock reduction control process
of the present preferred embodiment appropriately ad-
justs the time when starting to reduce the opening of the
throttle valve 65 to when starting to disengage the clutch
44 (hereinafter also referred to as the "throttle opening
decreasing time") according to the accelerator operation
amount.
[0074] In the shock reduction control process, first, the
ECU 90 detects the accelerator operation amount. The
ECU 90 detects the accelerator operation amount using
the accelerator opening sensor S63. Next, the ECU 90
determines whether a first reduction control process or
a second reduction control process should be executed
based on the detected accelerator operation amount. In
the ECU 90, a predetermined amount of the accelerator
operation amount is set to determine which of the control
processes should be performed next, and the predeter-
mined amount is stored in a memory or the like, which is
not shown in the drawings, within the ECU. If the detected
accelerator operation amount is equal to or greater than
the predetermined amount, the ECU 90 determines that
it is a second operation amount. On the other hand, if the
detected accelerator operation amount is less than the
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predetermined amount, the ECU 90 determines that it is
a first operation amount. If the accelerator operation
amount is the first operation amount, the ECU 90 exe-
cutes the first reduction control process next. On the other
hand, if the accelerator operation amount is the second
operation amount, the ECU 90 executes second first re-
duction control process next. Note that this determining
control process is executed at time t0 in Fig. 5.
[0075] In the present preferred embodiment, the ECU
90 executes the first reduction control process if the ac-
celerator operation amount is the first operation amount.
The ECU 90 executes the second reduction control proc-
ess if the accelerator operation amount is the second
operation amount. Both the first reduction control process
and the second reduction control process are the control
process for reducing the opening of the throttle valve 65.
However, they are different in throttle opening decreasing
time. In the first reduction control process, the ECU 90
reduces the opening of the throttle valve 65 over the first
time. On the other hand, in the second reduction control
process, the ECU 90 reduces the opening of the throttle
valve 65 over the second time.
[0076] Fig. 6 is a graph illustrating the relationship be-
tween the accelerator operation amount, the first time of
the first reduction control process, and the second time
of the second reduction control process according to the
present preferred embodiment. As illustrated in Fig. 6, if
the accelerator operation amount is the first operation
amount A1, the throttle opening decreasing time will be
the first time T1. On the other hand, if the accelerator
operation amount is the second operation amount A2,
the throttle opening decreasing time will be the second
time T2. The throttle opening decreasing time is shorter
with the second time T2 than with the first time T1. Thus,
in the present preferred embodiment, the throttle opening
decreasing time is classified into two stages (the first time
T1 and the second time T2) according to the accelerator
operation amount. However, the throttle opening de-
creasing time may be classified into three or more stages
or may be changed continuously according to the accel-
erator operation amount. It is also possible that the throt-
tle opening decreasing time may not be classified ac-
cording to the accelerator operation amount. When the
throttle opening decreasing time is classified into two or
more stages according to the accelerator operation
amount, the function formula, map, table, or the like that
represents the relationship between the accelerator op-
eration amount and the throttle opening decreasing time
is set in the ECU 90. The ECU 90 calculates the throttle
opening decreasing time from the accelerator operation
amount, using the function formula, map, table, or the
like. Then, the ECU 90 reduces the opening of the throttle
valve 65 over the calculated throttle opening decreasing
time. The following discusses a case that the throttle
opening decreasing time is classified into two stages ac-
cording to the accelerator operation amount.
[0077] If it is determined that the accelerator operation
amount is the first operation amount, the ECU 90 exe-

cutes the first reduction control process. First, in the first
reduction control process, the ECU 90 reduces the open-
ing of the throttle valve 65 by driving the throttle drive
actuator 37. In other words, the ECU 90 reduces the
amount of the air flowing through the intake pipe 61.
Then, the ECU 90 sets the time from when starting to
reduce the opening of the throttle valve 65 to when start-
ing to disengage the clutch 44 to be the first time T1. In
Fig. 5, the time from time t0 to time t1 is the first time T1.
In the first reduction control process, the opening of the
throttle valve 65 is reduced at a constant rate over the
first time T1. At this time, the torque of the engine 45
accordingly decreases. Then, according to the decrease
of the torque of the engine 45, the drive force for the rear
wheel 23 also decreases. In other words, according to
the decrease of the opening of the throttle valve 65, the
drive force for the rear wheel 23 also decreases. Note
that the first time T1 is longer than the second time T2 in
the later-described second reduction control process. In
other words, when the accelerator operation amount is
smaller, the ECU 90 reduces the opening of the throttle
valve 65 over a longer time period than when the accel-
erator operation amount is greater.
[0078] On the other hand, if it is determined that the
accelerator operation amount is the second operation
amount, the ECU 90 executes the second reduction con-
trol process. First, in the second reduction control proc-
ess, the ECU 90 reduces the opening of the throttle valve
65 by driving the throttle drive actuator 37, as in the first
reduction control process. Then, the ECU 90 sets the
time from when starting to reduce the opening of the throt-
tle valve 65 to when starting to disengage the clutch 44
to be the second time T2. In the second reduction control
process, the opening of the throttle valve 65 is reduced
at a constant rate over the second time T2. The second
time T2 is shorter than the first time T1. In other words,
when the accelerator operation amount is greater, the
ECU 90 reduces the opening of the throttle valve 65 over
a shorter time period than when the accelerator operation
amount is smaller. Thus, in the shock reduction control
process of the present preferred embodiment, the first
reduction control process or the second reduction control
process, each of which has a different time of reducing
the opening of the throttle valve 65, is executed according
to the accelerator operation amount. This offers more
desirable riding comfort to the rider. Note that in the
present preferred embodiment, the throttle valve 65 and
the throttle drive actuator 37 constitute the torque chang-
ing device. Fig. 5 is a chart depicting the first reduction
control process. In the second reduction control process,
the time from when starting to reduce the opening of the
throttle valve 65 to when starting to disengage the clutch
44 is the second time T2, which is shorter than the first
time T1 of the first reduction control process. Accordingly,
when referring to Fig. 5, the first time T1 is replaced with
the second time T2. In other respects, the second reduc-
tion control process is the same as the first reduction
control process, and therefore the description referring
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to Fig. 5 will be omitted.
[0079] In the first reduction control process and the
second reduction control process of the present preferred
embodiment, the driving speed of the opening of the throt-
tle valve 65 is made constant by driving the throttle drive
actuator 37 at a constant speed. However, the driving
speed of the throttle drive actuator 37 may not be con-
stant, and the driving speed of the opening of the throttle
valve 65 may be changed in a stepwise manner, for ex-
ample.
[0080] In addition, the ECU 90 may reduce the opening
of the throttle valve 65 at different rates when executing
the first reduction control process and the second reduc-
tion control process. When executing the first reduction
control process, that is, when the operation amount of
the accelerator 63 is the first operation amount, the ECU
90 controls the rate of closing the opening of the throttle
valve 65 to be a first rate. On the other hand, when ex-
ecuting the second reduction control process, that is,
when the operation amount of the accelerator 63 is the
second operation amount that is greater than the first
operation amount, the ECU 90 controls the rate of closing
the opening of the throttle valve 65 to be a second rate.
The second rate is slower than the first rate. By executing
such a control process, the speed of reducing the opening
of the throttle valve 65 is made slower when executing
the second reduction control process than when execut-
ing the first reduction control process. Note that when
executing the first reduction control process and the sec-
ond reduction control process, the ECU 90 may use with
the first time and the second time, respectively, and also
reduce the opening of the throttle valve 65 at the first rate
and the second rate, respectively.
[0081] The ECU 90 may notify the rider that the gear
shifting control process will be executed later (hereafter
also referred to as a "gear shifting advance sign") before
executing the shock reduction control process. Fig. 7 is
a view illustrating a notification device according to the
present preferred embodiment. As illustrated in Fig. 7,
an instrument panel 80 is provided in front of and between
a right handle bar 4R and a left handlebar 4L of the mo-
torcycle 1. The motorcycle 1 includes an advance sign
indicator lamp 82 in the instrument panel 80. In the
present preferred embodiment, the advance sign indica-
tor lamp 82 constitutes the notification device. The ECU
90 notifies the rider of an advance sign of gear shifting
by lighting up the advance sign indicator lamp 82 before
executing the shock reduction control process. In the
present preferred embodiment, the ECU 90 visually no-
tifies the rider of the advance sign of gear shifting by
lighting up the advance sign indicator lamp 82. However,
the ECU 90 may carry out the notification by blinking the
advance sign indicator lamp 82. The advance sign indi-
cator lamp 82 is not limited to being provided in the in-
strument panel 80. For example, the advance sign indi-
cator lamp 82 may be provided outside the instrument
panel 80 (for example, at any position the right handle
bar 4R and the left handlebar 4L at which the rider can

recognize visually). The advance sign indicator lamp 82
may be such an indicator as to visually indicate a mes-
sage when starting the gear shifting control process. In
place of using the advance sign indicator lamp 82, the
notification device may notify the rider auditorily or phys-
ically of the advance sign of gear shifting by sound or
vibration.
[0082] As illustrated in Fig. 4, after executing the shock
reduction control process in step S110, the ECU 90 drives
the clutch actuator 60 at step S120 to start to disengage
the clutch 44. Referring to Fig. 5, the ECU 90 drives the
clutch actuator 60 to start to disengage the clutch 44 at
time t1. Then, at time t2, the disengagement of the clutch
44 is completed. In the ECU 90, a predetermined time
for the reception of the gear shifting command to the start
of disengaging the clutch 44 is set. The ECU 90 starts to
disengage the clutch 44 after the predetermined time has
elapsed. It is preferable that the predetermined time be
the first time T1 in the first reduction control process. It
is preferable that the predetermined time be the second
time T2 in the second reduction control process.
[0083] Referring to Fig. 4, at step S130, after starting
to disengage the clutch 44 at step S120, the ECU 90
drives the shift actuator 70 so as to start changing the
gear position of the transmission mechanism 43. The
ECU 90 allows the shift drum 421 to rotate by applying
a voltage to the shift actuator 70, to change the gear
position of the transmission mechanism 43. Referring to
Fig. 5, at time 2, at which the disengagement of the clutch
44 is completed, the ECU 90 changes the gear position
of the transmission mechanism 43 from the n-th gear to
the n+1-th gear.
[0084] The actuation of the shift actuator 70 at step
S130 in Fig. 4 may be carried out either at the same time
as the actuation of the clutch actuator 60 at step S120
or after the driving of the clutch actuator 60. The actuation
of the shift actuator 70 at step S130 may be carried out
after the completion of disengagement of the clutch 44.
Referring to Fig. 5, the ECU 90 may change the gear
position of the transmission mechanism 43 either at the
same time as the start of disengaging the clutch 44 at
time t1 or between time t1 and time t2, in other words,
during the disengaging of the clutch 44.
[0085] Referring to Fig. 5, at time t2, the disengage-
ment of the clutch 44 is completed, and the throttle valve
65 is also closed. When the disengagement of the clutch
44 is completed, the torque of the engine 45 to be trans-
mitted to the crankshaft 25 is lost, so the drive force for
the rear wheel 23 is made zero. Note that in the present
preferred embodiment, the reduction of the accelerator
opening has been completed at time t2, at which the dis-
engagement of the clutch 44 is completed. However, it
is possible that the reduction of the throttle opening may
be completed earlier than time t2.
[0086] As illustrated in Fig. 5, after the changing of the
gear position of the transmission mechanism 43 has
been completed at step S130 of Fig. 4 (time t3), the ECU
90 drives the clutch actuator 60 so that the clutch 44 will
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be in a half-clutch position, and also controls the throttle
drive actuator 37 so as to increase the opening of the
throttle valve 65. By increasing the opening of the throttle
valve 65, the torque of the engine 45 accordingly increas-
es, and the drive force for the rear wheel 23 also increas-
es during the time from time t3 to time t4. Then, at time
t4, the ECU 90 allows the clutch 44 to move from the
half-clutch position to an engaged state. Thereafter, the
engagement of the clutch 44 is completed, and the control
process of the automatic transmission apparatus 50
ends.
[0087] The ECU 90 functions as a reduction control
determining unit 96a shown in Fig. 3 when executing the
process for determining whether to execute the first re-
duction control process of or the second reduction control
process in step S 110. In addition, the ECU 90 functions
a first reduction control unit 96b and a second reduction
control unit 96c shown in Fig. 3 when executing the first
reduction control process and the second reduction con-
trol process in step S110. The control process of step S
110 performs the functions of the shock reduction control
unit 96. The ECU 90 includes the shock reduction control
unit 96 arranged and programmed to disengage the
clutch 44 and changing the gear position of the transmis-
sion mechanism 43 after reducing the opening of the
throttle valve 65. The shock reduction control unit 96 in-
cludes the reduction control determining unit 96a to de-
termine whether to execute the first reduction control
process or the second reduction control process, the first
reduction control unit 96b arranged and programmed to
execute the first reduction control process, and the sec-
ond reduction control unit 96c arranged and programmed
to execute the second reduction control process.
[0088] As described above, in the present preferred
embodiment, the ECU 90 reduces the torque of the en-
gine 45 by controlling the throttle drive actuator 37 after
receiving the gear shifting command. After the torque of
the engine 45 has been reduced, the shock reduction
control unit 96 of the ECU 90 executes the control proc-
ess of starting to disengage the clutch 44 by controlling
the clutch actuator 60. By the shock reduction control
unit 96, the torque of the engine 45 is reduced and also
the drive force for the rear wheel 23 is also reduced before
disengaging the clutch 44. Therefore, the difference in
the drive force for the rear wheel 23 before and after
disengaging the clutch 44 can be kept small. Accordingly,
it is possible to prevent the abrupt loss of the drive force
at the time of disengaging the clutch 44. As a result, the
shock at the time of disengaging the clutch 44 can be
alleviated.
[0089] In the present preferred embodiment, the shock
reduction control unit 96 of the ECU 90 controls the clutch
actuator 60 so as to start to change the gear position of
the transmission mechanism 43 at the same time as start-
ing to disengage the clutch 44. Therefore, the torque of
the engine 45 can be reduced by the shock reduction
control unit 96 before changing the gear position.
[0090] In the present preferred embodiment, the shock

reduction control unit 96 controls the throttle drive actu-
ator 37 to reduce the opening of the throttle valve 65.
The shock reduction control unit 96 reduces the torque
of the engine 45 by reducing the opening of the throttle
valve 65. Thus, the ECU 90 can reduce the torque of the
engine 45 by reducing the opening of the throttle valve
65 and adjusting the air intake amount to the engine 45.
[0091] According to the present preferred embodi-
ment, the ECU 90 executes the first reduction control
process of setting the time from when starting to reduce
the opening of the throttle valve 65 to when starting to
disengage the clutch 44 to be the first time, if the operation
amount of the accelerator 63 is the first operation amount
when receiving the gear shifting command. On the other
hand, the ECU 90 executes the second reduction control
process of setting the time from when starting to reduce
the opening of the throttle valve 65 to when starting to
disengage the clutch 44 to be the second time that is
shorter than the first time, if the operation amount of the
accelerator 63 is the second operation amount that is
greater than the first operation amount when receiving
the gear shifting command. This makes it possible to ap-
propriately change the time from when starting to reduce
the opening of the throttle valve 65 to when starting to
disengage the clutch 44 according to the operation
amount of the accelerator 63 operated by the rider. In
addition, when the operation amount of the accelerator
63 is greater, the just-mentioned time becomes shorter,
so the gear shifting time can be made shorter.
[0092] As illustrated in Fig. 7, in the present preferred
embodiment, the ECU 90 causes the advance sign indi-
cator lamp 82 in the instrument panel 80 to light up when
the shock reduction control unit 96 executes the shock
reduction control process. By lighting up the advance
sign indicator lamp 82, the ECU 90 notifies the rider that
the gear shifting control process is performed. This allows
the rider to recognize the advance sign of gear shifting
visually.
[0093] Furthermore, the present preferred embodi-
ment can provide a motorcycle 1 equipped with the au-
tomatic transmission apparatus 50 as described above
that can significantly reduce the shock at the time of dis-
engaging the clutch 44. Since the motorcycle 1 is light in
weight, the rider easily feels the shock at the time of dis-
engaging the clutch 44. For this reason, when the mo-
torcycle 1 is equipped with the automatic transmission
apparatus 50 as described above, it is possible to offer
better riding comfort to the rider more effectively.
[0094] Thus, the motorcycle 1 according to the first pre-
ferred embodiment has been described hereinabove. It
should be noted that the straddle-type vehicle according
to the present invention is not limited to the motorcycle
1 of the present preferred embodiment, but may be em-
bodied in various other types of preferred embodiments.
Next, another preferred embodiment will be described
briefly.
[0095] In the present preferred embodiment, the ECU
90 executes the shock reduction control process imme-
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diately after receiving the gear shifting command. There-
after, the ECU 90 performs disengaging of the clutch 44
and changing of the gear position of the transmission
mechanism 43. However, the ECU 90 may start to dis-
engage the clutch 44 without executing the shock reduc-
tion control process immediately after receiving the gear
shifting command, depending on the accelerator opera-
tion amount.
[0096] Next, the second preferred non-claimed em-
bodiment will be described. In the present preferred non-
claimed embodiment, the same elements as in the first
preferred embodiment are designated by the same ref-
erence numerals and will not be further elaborated upon.
Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating main elements of the
motorcycle 1 according to the second preferred non-
claimed embodiment. As illustrated in Fig. 8, the ECU 90
of the present preferred non-claimed embodiment further
includes an accelerator operation amount determining
unit 94 and a normal control unit 98. The accelerator op-
eration amount determining unit 94 executes a control
process of detecting the accelerator operation amount
of the accelerator 63 and determining which control proc-
ess should be executed next based on the detected ac-
celerator operation amount. The normal control unit 98
executes a control process of reducing the opening of
the throttle valve 65 at the same time as starting to dis-
engage the clutch 44.
[0097] Next, the control process of the automatic trans-
mission apparatus 50 according to the present preferred
non-claimed embodiment will be described with refer-
ence to Figs. 9 and 10. Fig. 9 is a flow chart illustrating
the control process of the automatic transmission appa-
ratus 50 according to the second preferred non-claimed
embodiment. Fig. 10 is a chart showing changes over
time of the clutch position, the gear position, the throttle
opening, and the rear wheel driving force in a normal
control process according to the second preferred non-
claimed embodiment.
[0098] As illustrated in Fig. 9, at step S200 (at time t0
in Fig. 10), the ECU 90 receives the gear shifting com-
mand. Next, at step S210, the ECU 90 detects the ac-
celerator operation amount. The ECU 90 detects the op-
eration amount of the accelerator 63 by the rider, using
the accelerator opening sensor S63. It is preferable that
this detection of the accelerator operation amount in step
S210 be performed at the same time as when the ECU
90 receives the gear shifting command in step S200, in
other words, at time t0 in Fig. 10. However, it is also
possible to perform the detection of the accelerator op-
eration amount in step S210 immediately after receiving
the gear shifting command.
[0099] When the operation amount of the accelerator
63 by the rider is greater, in other words, when the ac-
celeration request by the rider is greater, it means that
the rider demands quicker acceleration, so the ECU 90
makes the gear shifting time shorter. By making the gear
shifting time shorter, better riding comfort for the rider is
attained. For this reason, it is preferable that if the accel-

erator operation amount is great, the shock reduction
control process, in other words, the control process of
reducing the opening of the throttle valve 65, should not
be executed before starting to disengage the clutch 44.
Accordingly, at step S220 in Fig. 9, the ECU 90 deter-
mines whether to execute the shock reduction control
process or the later-described normal control process
next, based on the accelerator operation amount detect-
ed in step S210. More specifically, in the ECU 90, a
threshold value of the accelerator operation amount is
set in advance, for determining whether to execute the
shock reduction control process or the normal control
process next. The just-mentioned threshold value is
stored in a memory, which is not shown in the drawings,
within the ECU 90. Then, the ECU 90 compares the ac-
celerator operation amount detected in step S210 with
the just-mentioned threshold value. If the detected ac-
celerator operation amount is equal to or greater than
the threshold value, the ECU 90 judges that the rider
wants to make the gear shifting time shorter. For this
reason, the ECU 90 determines that the normal control
process should be executed next. On the other hand, if
the accelerator operation amount is less than the thresh-
old value, the ECU 90 judges that the rider prefers to
reduce the shock that impairs the riding comfort, which
results from the abrupt loss of the torque of the engine
45 at the time of disengaging the clutch 44, rather than
to make the gear shifting time shorter. For this reason,
the ECU 90 determines that the shock reduction control
process should be executed next. If it is determined that
the normal control process should be executed, the proc-
ess proceeds to step S240. On the other hand, if it is
determined that the shock reduction control process
should be executed, the process proceeds to step S230.
[0100] The shock reduction control process of step
S230 is identical to the shock reduction control process
in the first preferred embodiment, and therefore the de-
scription thereof will be omitted. It should be noted, how-
ever, that although the determination according to the
accelerator operation amount (i.e., the determination of
the reduction control determining unit 96a as to whether
to execute the first reduction control process or the sec-
ond reduction control process) is performed in the shock
reduction control process, the determination of the re-
duction control determining unit 96a may be performed
at the same time as the determination control of step
S220.
[0101] If it is determined in step S220 that the accel-
erator operation amount is equal to or greater the thresh-
old value, the ECU 90 makes the time for the gear shifting
control process shorter. Accordingly, in order to execute
the normal control process without executing the shock
reduction control process, the ECU 90 performs step
S240 shown in Fig. 9. At step 240, first, the ECU 90 starts
to disengage the clutch 44 by driving the clutch actuator
60 (time t0 in Fig. 10).
[0102] Thereafter, at step S250, the ECU 90 executes
a normal reduction control process. The ECU 90 drives
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the throttle drive actuator 37 so as to reduce the opening
of the throttle valve 65. Then, as illustrated in Fig. 10,
from time t0 to time t1, the ECU 90 reduces the torque
of the engine 45 by reducing the opening of the throttle
valve 65 at a constant rate, that is, by reducing the amount
of the air flowing through the intake pipe 61 connected
to the engine 45 at a constant rate. As the opening of the
throttle valve 65 decreases, the torque of the engine 45
accordingly decreases. According to the decrease of the
torque of the engine 45, the drive force for the rear wheel
23 also decreases. Then, at time t1, the disengagement
of the clutch 44 is completed. When the disengagement
of the clutch 44 is completed, the friction plates 445 (see
Fig. 2) and the clutch plates 449 (see Fig. 2) of the clutch
44 are separated from each other, so that the drive force
transmitted to the rear wheel 23 is made zero. In the
present preferred non-claimed embodiment, the opening
of the throttle valve 65 is reduced at the same time as
starting to disengage the clutch 44. However, the opening
of the throttle valve 65 may be reduced after starting to
disengage the clutch 44.
[0103] Subsequently, at step S260 in Fig. 9, the ECU
90 drives the shift actuator 70 so as to start changing the
gear position of the transmission mechanism 43. Note
that in the present preferred non-claimed embodiment,
the actuation of the shift actuator 70 at step S260 pref-
erably is performed after the reduction control process
of step 250. The actuation of the shift actuator 70 at step
S260 may be carried out either at the same time as the
actuation of the clutch actuator 60 at step S240 or imme-
diately after step S240. Referring to Fig. 10, the actuation
of the shift actuator 70 is carried out after the disengage-
ment of the clutch 44 is completed at time t1. However,
the actuation of the shift actuator 70 may be carried out
either at the same time as starting to disengage the clutch
44 at time t0 or in the middle of disengaging the clutch
44, from time t0 to time t1. The control processes at time
t2 and at time t3 in Fig. 10 are the same as those of the
shock reduction control process in the first preferred non-
claimed embodiment (time t3 and time t4 in Fig. 5), and
therefore the description thereof will be omitted.
[0104] The ECU 90 functions as the accelerator oper-
ation amount determining unit 94 when executing the
processes of step S210 and step S220. In addition, the
ECU 90 functions as the normal control unit 98 for the
control process of a series of flow of step S240, step 250,
and step S260. The ECU 90 of the present preferred non-
claimed embodiment includes the accelerator operation
amount determining unit 94 arranged to determine which
control process should be executed according to the ac-
celerator operation amount, the shock reduction control
unit 96 arranged and programmed to start to disengage
the clutch 44 after reducing the opening of the throttle
valve 65, and the normal control unit 98 arranged and
programmed to reduce the opening of the throttle valve
65 at the time of starting to disengage the clutch 44.
[0105] According to the present preferred non-claimed
embodiment, the ECU 90 determines whether or not the

accelerator operation amount is equal to or greater than
a threshold value when receiving the gear shifting com-
mand, using the accelerator operation amount determin-
ing unit 94. Then, if it is determined that the accelerator
operation amount is equal to or greater than the threshold
value, the ECU 90 executes the normal control process
of reducing the torque of the engine 45 at the same time
as starting to disengage the clutch 44. Thus, when the
acceleration request by the rider is great, the ECU 90
executes the normal control process, so that the gear
shifting time can be shortened.
[0106] In the first preferred embodiment and the sec-
ond preferred embodiment, the shock reduction control
process by the shock reduction control unit 96 of the ECU
90 is such that it is determined whether to execute the
first reduction control process or the second reduction
control process according to the magnitude of the accel-
erator operation amount. The first reduction control unit
96b and the second reduction control unit 96c reduce the
opening of the throttle valve 65 over the first time and the
second time, respectively, and/or at the first rate and the
second rate, respectively. However, the configurations
of the first reduction control unit 96b and the second re-
duction control unit 96c are not limited to the above-de-
scribed configurations. The first reduction control unit 96b
and the second reduction control unit 96c of the shock
reduction control unit 96 may be a first reduction control
unit 96b and a second reduction control unit 96c of a
shock reduction control unit 96 according to the third pre-
ferred embodiment as shown in the following.
[0107] Next, the third preferred embodiment will be de-
scribed. In the present preferred embodiment, the same
elements as in the foregoing preferred embodiments are
designated by the same reference numerals and will not
be further elaborated upon. In the control process of the
first reduction control unit 96b and the second reduction
control unit 96c of the shock reduction control unit 96
according to the present preferred embodiment, the
opening that the throttle valve 65 reaches when starting
to disengage the clutch 44 (hereinafter also referred to
as the "end-point opening") is varied. When the ECU 90
receives the gear shifting command from the shift switch
30, the first reduction control unit 96b executes a control
process by setting the end-point opening of the throttle
valve 65 to be a first opening from when starting to reduce
the opening of the throttle valve 65 to when starting to
disengage the clutch 44. On the other hand, the second
reduction control unit 96c executes a control process by
setting the end-point opening of the throttle valve 65 to
be a second opening, which is greater than the first open-
ing, from when starting to reduce the opening of the throt-
tle valve 65 to when starting to disengage the clutch 44.
Thus, the end-point opening of the throttle valve 65 in
the second reduction control process is greater than the
end-point opening of the throttle valve 65 in the first re-
duction control process.
[0108] Fig. 11 is a chart showing changes over time of
the clutch position, the gear position, the throttle opening,
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and the rear wheel drive force (torque) in the shock re-
duction control process according to the present pre-
ferred embodiment. Here, the processes other than the
process of the shock reduction control unit 96 are the
same as those in the first and second preferred embod-
iments, and therefore the description thereof will be omit-
ted. Note that Fig. 11 depicts the first reduction control
process of the shock reduction control process. In the
present preferred embodiment, the first reduction control
process and the second reduction control process are
the same control process, except that the opening that
the throttle valve 65 reaches at the time of starting to
disengage the clutch 44 is different, and therefore the
description of the second reduction control process will
be omitted.
[0109] As illustrated in Fig. 11, after receiving the gear
shifting command at time t0, the ECU 90 executes the
first reduction control process if the accelerator operation
amount is small. On the other hand, if the accelerator
operation amount is great, the ECU 90 executes the sec-
ond reduction control process. Time t2 is the time at which
the clutch 44 is started to disengage. From time t0 to time
t2 in the first reduction control process, the ECU 90 drives
the throttle drive actuator 37 so that the opening of the
throttle valve 65 becomes an opening Th1 at time t1. At
this time, since the throttle opening is closed, the torque
of the engine 45 is accordingly reduced, and the drive
force for the rear wheel 23 is accordingly reduced. Then,
at time t1, when the opening of the throttle valve 65 reach-
es the opening Thl, the ECU 90 controls the throttle drive
actuator 37 so that the opening of the throttle valve 65
becomes constant. The opening of the throttle valve 65
is constant between time t1 and time t2. As a result, the
drive force of the rear wheel 23 is also made constant.
Note that in the case of the second reduction control proc-
ess, the opening of the throttle valve 65 is set to be an
opening Th2, which is greater than the opening Th1. In
other words, the end-point opening of the throttle valve
65 in the second reduction control process is greater than
the end-point opening of the throttle valve 65 in the first
reduction control process.
[0110] Then, at time t2, the ECU 90 drives the clutch
actuator 60 to start to disengage the clutch 44. After start-
ing to disengage the clutch 44, the ECU 90 controls the
throttle drive actuator 37 to reduce the opening of the
throttle valve 65. At this time, as the torque of the engine
45 decreases, the drive force for the rear wheel 23 ac-
cordingly decreases. Then, at time t3, the disengage-
ment of the clutch 44 is completed. When the disengage-
ment of the clutch 44 is completed, the friction plates
445s (see Fig. 2) and the clutch plates 449 (see Fig. 2)
are separated from each other, so that the drive force
transmitted to the rear wheel 23 is made zero.
[0111] The shock reduction control unit 96 with the
above-described configuration makes it possible to ap-
propriately change the opening that the throttle valve 65
reaches from when starting to reduce the opening of the
throttle valve 65 to when starting to disengage the clutch

44 according to the acceleration request by the rider.
When the acceleration request by the rider is greater, the
rider demands quicker acceleration. Accordingly, when
the acceleration request by the rider is greater, the open-
ing that the throttle valve 65 reaches when starting to
disengage the clutch 44 is set to be greater, so that abrupt
reduction of the drive force can be prevented. It should
be noted that the first reduction control process and the
second reduction control process of the present preferred
embodiment may be executed using the first opening and
the second opening and, at the same, using the first time
and the second time and/or the first rate and the second
rate in the first preferred embodiment.
[0112] In the foregoing preferred embodiments, the
shock reduction control unit 96 reduces the torque of the
engine 45 by reducing the opening of the throttle valve
65. However, the configuration of the shock reduction
control unit 96 is not limited to the above-described con-
figuration. The shock reduction control unit 96 may be a
shock reduction control unit 96 according to a fourth pre-
ferred embodiment, as shown in the following.
[0113] Next, the fourth preferred non-claimed embod-
iment will be described. In the present preferred non-
claimed embodiment, the same elements as in the fore-
going preferred embodiments are designated by the
same reference numerals and will not be further elabo-
rated upon. In the present preferred non-claimed embod-
iment, the engine 45 is provided with the ignition device
67 (see Fig. 3), as in the foregoing preferred embodi-
ments. The ignition device 67 is a device arranged to
ignite fuel of the engine 45. The ignition device 67 is con-
nected to the ECU 90. The ECU 90 outputs a signal to
the ignition device 67. The shock reduction control unit
96 according to the present preferred embodiment re-
duces the torque of the engine 45 by performing an ig-
nition timing retard control process for the ignition device
67 provided for the engine 45. When the ignition timing
retard control process is executed for the ignition device
67, the rotational speed of the engine 45 can be reduced.
By reducing the rotational speed of the engine 45, the
torque of the engine 45 is accordingly reduced. Then, as
the torque of the engine 45 decreases, the drive force
for the rear wheel 23 accordingly decreases. Note that
in the normal reduction control process of the normal
control unit 98 in the second preferred non-claimed em-
bodiment as well, it is possible to reduce the torque of
the engine 45 by executing the ignition timing retard con-
trol process.
[0114] In the shock reduction control unit 96 and the
normal reduction control process of the normal control
unit 98 in the present preferred non-claimed embodi-
ment, the torque of the engine 45 is reduced by perform-
ing the ignition timing retard control process for the igni-
tion device 67. However, the shock reduction control unit
96 and the normal reduction control process of the normal
control unit 98 may execute the control processes for the
opening of the throttle valve 65 as in the foregoing pre-
ferred embodiments at the same time as executing the
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ignition timing retard control process.
[0115] Thus, the ECU 90 can reduce the torque of the
engine 45 by executing the ignition timing retard control
process for the ignition device 67. This makes it possible
to prevent the abrupt loss of the drive force at the time
of disengaging the clutch 44 more suitably. As a result,
the shock at the time of disengaging the clutch 44 can
be alleviated more suitably.
[0116] In the foregoing first to third preferred embodi-
ments, the shock reduction control unit 96 reduces the
torque of the engine 45 by reducing the opening of the
throttle valve 65. In addition, in the fourth preferred em-
bodiment, the shock reduction control unit 96 reduces
the torque of the engine 45 by performing the ignition
timing retard control process for the ignition device 67.
However, the configuration of the shock reduction control
unit 96 is not limited to the above-described configura-
tion. The shock reduction control unit 96 may be a shock
reduction control unit 96 according to a fifth preferred
embodiment, as shown in the following.
[0117] Next, the fifth preferred non-claimed embodi-
ment will be described. In the present preferred embod-
iment, the same elements as in the foregoing preferred
embodiments are designated by the same reference nu-
merals and will not be further elaborated upon. In the
present preferred non-claimed embodiment, the engine
45 is provided with the fuel supply system 66 (see Fig.
3), as in the foregoing preferred embodiments. The fuel
supply system 66 is connected to the ECU 90. The ECU
90 outputs a signal to the fuel supply system 66. The
shock reduction control unit 96 according to the present
preferred non-claimed embodiment reduces the torque
of the engine 45 by controlling the fuel supply amount of
the fuel supply system 66 provided for the engine 45.
The ECU 90 reduces the torque of the engine 45 by re-
ducing the fuel supply amount of the fuel supply system
66. Then, since the torque of the engine 45 decreases,
the drive force for the rear wheel 23 accordingly decreas-
es. It is also possible that the shock reduction control unit
96 of the ECU 90 may control the torque of the engine
45 by controlling the fuel supply timing of the fuel supply
system 66. In this case, the ECU 90 reduces the torque
of the engine 45 by delaying the fuel supply timing of the
fuel supply system 66. According to the decrease of the
torque of the engine 45, the drive force for the rear wheel
23 also decreases. In the normal reduction control proc-
ess of the normal control unit 98 in the second preferred
non-claimed embodiment as well, it is also possible to
control the torque of the engine 45 by controlling the fuel
supply amount or the fuel supply timing of the fuel supply
system 66.
[0118] In the shock reduction control unit 96 and the
normal reduction control process of the normal control
unit 98 in the present preferred non-claimed embodi-
ment, the torque of the engine 45 is controlled by con-
trolling the fuel supply system 66. However, the shock
reduction control unit 96 and the normal reduction control
process of the normal control unit 98 may be implement-

ed by controlling the opening of the throttle valve 65 as
in the first and third preferred and second non-claimed
embodiments and/or controlling the ignition device 67 in
the fourth preferred non-claimed embodiment, at the
same time as controlling the fuel supply system 66.
[0119] Thus, in the present preferred embodiment, the
torque of the engine 45 can be reduced before disengag-
ing the clutch 44 by controlling the fuel supply amount or
fuel supply timing of the fuel supply system 66. This
makes it possible to prevent the abrupt loss of the drive
force at the time of disengaging the clutch 44 more suit-
ably. As a result, the shock at the time of disengaging
the clutch 44 can be alleviated more suitably.
[0120] In the foregoing preferred embodiments, the
gear shifting command preferably is sent to the ECU 90
by the rider’s manual operation of the upshifting switch
30a or the downshifting switch 30b of the shift switch 30.
However, the ECU 90 may output a gear shifting com-
mand according to the driving condition of the motorcycle
1. Specifically, the ECU 90 outputs a gear shifting com-
mand by detecting, for example, the vehicle speed, the
rotational speed of the engine 45, and/or the gear position
of the transmission mechanism 43.
[0121] The ECU 90 issues a gear shifting command
based on the driving condition of the motorcycle 1 so that
gear shifting is performed irrespective of the intention of
the rider. Nevertheless, with the above-described con-
figuration, the ECU 90 reduces the torque of the engine
45 before disengaging the clutch 44, so it is possible to
inform the rider of an advance sign of gear shifting. By
receiving the advance sign, the rider can prepare for the
gear shifting in advance. As a result, the rider can easily
obtain a connected feel with the vehicle.
[0122] In the foregoing preferred embodiments, the
ECU 90 preferably executes the reduction determining
control of the accelerator operation amount determining
unit 94 and the shock reduction control unit 96 based on
the operation amount of the accelerator 63. However, as
illustrated in Fig. 3, the ECU 90 may carry out the reduc-
tion control determination of the accelerator operation
amount determining unit 94 and the shock reduction con-
trol unit 96 using at least one information including the
accelerator operation amount, the rotational speed of the
engine 45 detected by the engine rotational speed sensor
S45, the opening of the throttle valve 65 detected by the
throttle opening sensor S65, the vehicle speed detected
by the vehicle speed sensor S23, the output shaft rota-
tional speed of the transmission mechanism 43 detected
by the output shaft rotational speed sensor S42, and the
gear position of the transmission mechanism 43 detected
by the gear position sensor S43.
[0123] In the foregoing preferred embodiments, the
clutch actuator 60 and the shift actuator 70 preferably
are provided separately. However, instead of providing
the clutch actuator 60 and the shift actuator 70 separate-
ly, it is also possible to provide a single actuator to drive
both the clutch 44 and the transmission mechanism 43.
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Claims

1. A straddle-type vehicle (1) equipped with an auto-
matic transmission apparatus (50), comprising:

an accelerator operator (63) to be operated by
a rider;
a clutch (44) including a drive side rotator (445)
to which engine torque is transmitted and a driv-
en side rotator (449) arranged to contact with
and separate from the drive side rotator (445);
a multi-gear transmission mechanism (43) in-
cluding a dog clutch and disposed between the
driven side rotator (449) of the clutch (44) and
a driving wheel (23) of a straddle-type vehicle
(1);
at least one actuator (60) arranged to drive the
clutch (44) and the multi-gear transmission
mechanism (43);
a torque changing device (37, 65, 66, 67) ar-
ranged to change the engine torque;
a gear shifting command output device (30a,
30b) arranged to output a gear shifting com-
mand; and
a transmission control system (90) arranged and
programmed to control the at least one actuator
(60) and the torque changing device (37, 65, 66,
67), the transmission control system (90) includ-
ing a shock reduction control unit (96) arranged
and programmed to execute a control process
to, upon receiving the gear shifting command
from the gear shifting command output device
(30a, 30b), reduce the engine torque by control-
ling the torque changing device (37, 65, 66, 67)
and thereafter to start to disengage the clutch
(44) by controlling the at least one actuator (60),
wherein:

the torque changing device includes an
electronic throttle valve (65) provided for the
engine (45); and
the shock reduction control unit (96) reduc-
es the engine torque by reducing an open-
ing of the electronic throttle valve (65),
characterized in that
the shock reduction control unit (96) is ar-
ranged and programmed to:

set a time from when starting to reduce
the opening of the electronic throttle
valve (65) to when starting to disen-
gage the clutch (44) to be a first time
(T1), if an operation amount of the ac-
celerator operator (63) is a first opera-
tion amount (A1) when receiving the
gear shifting command from the gear
shifting command output device (30a,
30b); and

set the time from when starting to re-
duce the opening of the electronic throt-
tle valve (65) to when starting to disen-
gage the clutch (44) to be a second time
(T2) that is shorter than the first time
(T1), if the operation amount of the ac-
celerator operator (63) is a second op-
eration amount (A2) that is greater than
the first operation amount (A1) when re-
ceiving the gear shifting command.

2. A straddle-type vehicle (1) equipped with an auto-
matic transmission apparatus (50), comprising:

an accelerator operator (63) to be operated by
a rider;
a clutch (44) including a drive side rotator (445)
to which engine torque is transmitted and a driv-
en side rotator (449) arranged to contact with
and separate from the drive side rotator (445);
a multi-gear transmission mechanism (43) in-
cluding a dog clutch and disposed between the
driven side rotator (449) of the clutch (44) and
a driving wheel (23) of a straddle-type vehicle
(1);
at least one actuator (60) arranged to drive the
clutch (44) and the multi-gear transmission
mechanism (43);
a torque changing device (37, 65, 66, 67) ar-
ranged to change the engine torque;
a gear shifting command output device (30a,
30b) arranged to output a gear shifting com-
mand; and
a transmission control system (90) arranged and
programmed to control the at least one actuator
(60) and the torque changing device (37, 65, 66,
67), the transmission control system (90) includ-
ing a shock reduction control unit (96) arranged
and programmed to execute a control process
to, upon receiving the gear shifting command
from the gear shifting command output device
(30a, 30b), reduce the engine torque by control-
ling the torque changing device (37, 65, 66, 67)
and thereafter to start to disengage the clutch
(44) by controlling the at least one actuator (60),
wherein:

the torque changing device includes an
electronic throttle valve (65) provided for the
engine (45); and
the shock reduction control unit (96) reduc-
es the engine torque by reducing an open-
ing of the electronic throttle valve (65),
characterized in that
the shock reduction control unit (96) is ar-
ranged and programmed to:

reduce the opening of the electronic
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throttle valve (65) at a first rate, if an
operation amount (A1) of the accelera-
tor operator (63) is a first operation
amount (A1) when receiving the gear
shifting command from the gear shifting
command output device (30a, 30b);
and
reduce the opening of the electronic
throttle valve (65) at a second rate that
is lower than the first rate, if the opera-
tion amount of the accelerator operator
(63) is a second operation amount (A2)
that is greater than the first operation
amount (A1) when receiving the gear
shifting command.

3. A straddle-type vehicle (1) equipped with an auto-
matic transmission apparatus (50), comprising:

an accelerator operator (63) to be operated by
a rider;
a clutch (44) including a drive side rotator (445)
to which engine torque is transmitted and a driv-
en side rotator (449) arranged to contact with
and separate from the drive side rotator (445);
a multi-gear transmission mechanism (43) in-
cluding a dog clutch and disposed between the
driven side rotator (449) of the clutch (44) and
a driving wheel (23) of a straddle-type vehicle
(1);
at least one actuator (60) arranged to drive the
clutch (44) and the multi-gear transmission
mechanism (43);
a torque changing device (37, 65, 66, 67) ar-
ranged to change the engine torque;
a gear shifting command output device (30a,
30b) arranged to output a gear shifting com-
mand; and
a transmission control system (90) arranged and
programmed to control the at least one actuator
(60) and the torque changing device (37, 65, 66,
67), the transmission control system (90) includ-
ing a shock reduction control unit (96) arranged
and programmed to execute a control process
to, upon receiving the gear shifting command
from the gear shifting command output device
(30a, 30b), reduce the engine torque by control-
ling the torque changing device (37, 65, 66, 67)
and thereafter to start to disengage the clutch
(44) by controlling the at least one actuator (60),
wherein:

the torque changing device includes an
electronic throttle valve (65) provided for the
engine (45); and
the shock reduction control unit (96) reduc-
es the engine torque by reducing an open-
ing of the electronic throttle valve (65),

characterized in that
the shock reduction control unit (96) is ar-
ranged and programmed to:

set an opening that the electronic throt-
tle valve (65) reaches from when start-
ing to reduce the opening of the elec-
tronic throttle valve (65) to when start-
ing to disengage the clutch (44) to be a
first opening, if an operation amount of
the accelerator operator (63) is a first
operation amount (A1) when receiving
the gear shifting command from the
gear shifting command output device
(30a, 30b); and
set the opening that the electronic throt-
tle valve (65) reaches from when start-
ing to reduce the opening of the elec-
tronic throttle valve (65) to when start-
ing to disengage the clutch (44) to be a
second opening that is greater than the
first opening, if the operation amount of
the accelerator operator (63) is a sec-
ond operation amount (A2) that is
greater than the first operation amount
(A1) when receiving the gear shifting
command.

4. The straddle-type vehicle (1) according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein the shock reduction control
unit (96) controls the at least one actuator (60) so as
to start to change a gear position of the multi-gear
transmission mechanism (43) at the same time as
or after starting to disengage the clutch (44).

5. The straddle-type vehicle (1) according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein:

the torque changing device includes an ignition
device (67) provided in the engine (45); and
the shock reduction control unit (96) reduces the
engine torque by performing an ignition timing
retard control process for the ignition device
(67).

6. The straddle-type vehicle (1) according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein:

the torque changing device includes a fuel sup-
ply system (66) arranged to supply fuel to the
engine (45); and
the shock reduction control unit (96) reduces the
engine torque by controlling a fuel supply
amount or fuel supply timing of the fuel supply
system (66).

7. The straddle-type vehicle (1) according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein the gear shifting command
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output device (30a, 30b) includes a control device
arranged and programmed to output the gear shifting
command according to a driving condition of the
straddle-type vehicle (1).

8. The straddle-type vehicle (1) according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, further comprising a notification de-
vice (82) arranged to provide notification by one of
visual indication, sound, or vibration when the shock
reduction control unit (96) executes the control proc-
ess.

Patentansprüche

1. Grätschsitzfahrzeug (1), das mit einer Automatikge-
triebevorrichtung (50) ausgestattet ist, umfassend:

einen Gasgriff (63) für die Betätigung durch ei-
nen Fahrer,
eine Kupplung (44), die einen antriebsseitigen
Rotator (445), zu dem ein Motordrehmoment
übertragen wird, und einen angetriebenseitigen
Rotator (449), der für einen Kontakt mit und eine
Trennung von dem antriebsseitigen Rotator
(445) angeordnet ist, enthält,
einen Getriebemechanismus (43) mit mehreren
Zahnrädern, der eine Klauenkupplung enthält
und zwischen dem angetriebenseitigen Rotator
(449) der Kupplung (44) und einem Antriebsrad
(23) des Grätschsitzfahrzeugs (1) angeordnet
ist,
wenigstens ein Stellglied (60), das für das An-
treiben der Kupplung (44) und des Getriebeme-
chanismus (43) mit mehreren Zahnrädern an-
geordnet ist,
eine Drehmomentänderungseinrichtung (37,
65, 66, 67), die für das Ändern des Motordreh-
moments angeordnet ist,
eine Gangschaltungsbefehl-Ausgabeeinrich-
tung (30a, 30b), die angeordnet ist zum Ausge-
ben eines Gangschaltungsbefehls, und
ein Getriebesteuersystem (90), das angeordnet
und programmiert ist zum Steuern des wenigs-
tens einen Stellglieds (60) und der Drehmomen-
tänderungseinrichtung (37, 65, 66, 67), wobei
das Getriebesteuersystem (90) eine Stoßreduk-
tion-Steuereinheit (96) enthält, die angeordnet
und programmiert ist zum Ausführen eines
Steuerprozesses zum, nach dem Empfangen
des Gangschaltungsbefehls von der Gang-
schaltungsbefehl-Ausgabeeinrichtung (30a,
30b), Reduzieren des Motordrehmoments
durch das Steuern der Drehmomentänderungs-
einrichtung (37, 65, 66, 67) und danach zum
Starten des Auskuppelns der Kupplung (44)
durch das Steuern des wenigstens einen Stell-
glieds (60), wobei:

die Drehmomentänderungseinrichtung ein
elektronisches Drosselventil (65) für den
Motor (45) enthält, und
die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) das
Motordrehmoment durch das Reduzieren
der Öffnung des elektronischen Drossel-
ventils (65) reduziert,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) ange-
ordnet und programmiert ist zum:

Setzen einer Zeit von dem Starten des
Reduzierens der Öffnung des elektro-
nischen Drosselventils (65) bis zum
Starten des Auskuppelns der Kupplung
(44) als einer ersten Zeit (T1), wenn die
Betätigungsgröße des Gasgriffs (63)
eine erste Betätigungsgröße (A1) ist
und der Gangschaltungsbefehl von der
Gangschaltungsbefehl-Ausgabeein-
richtung (30a, 30b) empfangen wird,
und
Setzen der Zeit von dem Starten des
Reduzierens der Öffnung des elektro-
nischen Drosselventils (65) bis zum
Starten des Auskuppelns der Kupplung
(44) als einer zweiten Zeit (T2), die kür-
zer als die erste Zeit (T1) ist, wenn die
Betätigungsgröße des Gasgriffs (63)
eine zweite Betätigungsgröße (A2), die
größer als die erste Betätigungsgröße
(A1) ist, ist und der Gangschaltungsbe-
fehl empfangen wird.

2. Grätschsitzfahrzeug (1), das mit einer automati-
schen Getriebevorrichtung (50) ausgestattet ist, um-
fassend:

einen Gasgriff (63) für die Betätigung durch ei-
nen Fahrer,
eine Kupplung (44), die einen antriebsseitigen
Rotator (445), zu dem ein Motordrehmoment
übertragen wird, und einen angetriebenseitigen
Rotator (449), der für einen Kontakt mit und eine
Trennung von dem antriebsseitigen Rotator
(445) angeordnet ist, enthält,
einen Getriebemechanismus (43) mit mehreren
Zahnrädern, der eine Klauenkupplung enthält
und zwischen dem angetriebenseitigen Rotator
(449) der Kupplung (44) und einem Antriebsrad
(23) des Grätschsitzfahrzeugs (1) angeordnet
ist,
wenigstens ein Stellglied (60), das für das An-
treiben der Kupplung (44) und des Getriebeme-
chanismus (43) mit mehreren Zahnrädern an-
geordnet ist,
eine Drehmomentänderungseinrichtung (37,
65, 66, 67), die für das Ändern des Motordreh-
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moments angeordnet ist,
eine Gangschaltungsbefehl-Ausgabeeinrich-
tung (30a, 30b), die angeordnet ist zum Ausge-
ben eines Gangschaltungsbefehls, und
ein Getriebesteuersystem (90), das angeordnet
und programmiert ist zum Steuern des wenigs-
tens einen Stellglieds (60) und der Drehmomen-
tänderungseinrichtung (37, 65, 66, 67), wobei
das Getriebesteuersystem (90) eine Stoßreduk-
tion-Steuereinheit (96) enthält, die angeordnet
und programmiert ist zum Ausführen eines
Steuerprozesses zum, nach dem Empfangen
des Gangschaltungsbefehls von der Gang-
schaltungsbefehl-Ausgabeeinrichtung (30a,
30b), Reduzieren des Motordrehmoments
durch das Steuern der Drehmomentänderungs-
einrichtung (37, 65, 66, 67) und danach zum
Starten des Auskuppelns der Kupplung (44)
durch das Steuern des wenigstens einen Stell-
glieds (60), wobei:

die Drehmomentänderungseinrichtung ein
elektronisches Drosselventil (65) für den
Motor (45) enthält, und
die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) das
Motordrehmoment durch das Reduzieren
der Öffnung des elektronischen Drossel-
ventils (65) reduziert,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) ange-
ordnet und programmiert ist zum:

Reduzieren der Öffnung des elektroni-
schen Drosselventils (65) mit einer ers-
ten Rate, wenn die Betätigungsgröße
(A1) des Gasgriffs (63) eine erste Be-
tätigungsgröße (A1) ist und der Gang-
schaltungsbefehl von der Gangschal-
tungsbefehl-Ausgabeeinrichtung (30a,
30b) empfangen wird, und
Reduzieren der Öffnung des elektroni-
schen Drosselventils (65) mit einer
zweiten Rate, die kleiner als die erste
Rate ist, wenn die Betätigungsgröße
des Gasgriffs (63) eine zweite Betäti-
gungsgröße (A2), die größer als die
erste Betätigungsgröße (A1) ist, ist und
der Gangschaltungsbefehl empfangen
wird.

3. Grätschsitzfahrzeug (1), das mit einer Automatikge-
triebevorrichtung (50) ausgestattet ist, umfassend:

einen Gasgriff (63) für die Betätigung durch ei-
nen Fahrer,
eine Kupplung (44), die einen antriebsseitigen
Rotator (445), zu dem ein Motordrehmoment
übertragen wird, und einen angetriebenseitigen

Rotator (449), der für einen Kontakt mit und eine
Trennung von dem antriebsseitigen Rotator
(445) angeordnet ist, enthält,
einen Getriebemechanismus (43) mit mehreren
Zahnrädern, der eine Klauenkupplung enthält
und zwischen dem angetriebenseitigen Rotator
(449) der Kupplung (44) und einem Antriebsrad
(23) des Grätschsitzfahrzeugs (1) angeordnet
ist,
wenigstens ein Stellglied (60), das für das An-
treiben der Kupplung (44) und des Getriebeme-
chanismus (43) mit mehreren Zahnrädern an-
geordnet ist,
eine Drehmomentänderungseinrichtung (37,
65, 66, 67), die für das Ändern des Motordreh-
moments angeordnet ist,
eine Gangschaltungsbefehl-Ausgabeeinrich-
tung (30a, 30b), die angeordnet ist zum Ausge-
ben eines Gangschaltungsbefehls, und
ein Getriebesteuersystem (90), das angeordnet
und programmiert ist zum Steuern des wenigs-
tens einen Stellglieds (60) und der Drehmomen-
tänderungseinrichtung (37, 65, 66, 67), wobei
das Getriebesteuersystem (90) eine Stoßreduk-
tion-Steuereinheit (96) enthält, die angeordnet
und programmiert ist zum Ausführen eines
Steuerprozesses zum, nach dem Empfangen
des Gangschaltungsbefehls von der Gang-
schaltungsbefehl-Ausgabeeinrichtung (30a,
30b), Reduzieren des Motordrehmoments
durch das Steuern der Drehmomentänderungs-
einrichtung (37, 65, 66, 67) und danach zum
Starten des Auskuppelns der Kupplung (44)
durch das Steuern des wenigstens einen Stell-
glieds (60), wobei:

die Drehmomentänderungseinrichtung ein
elektronisches Drosselventil (65) für den
Motor (45) enthält, und
die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) das
Motordrehmoment durch das Reduzieren
der Öffnung des elektronischen Drossel-
ventils (65) reduziert,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) ange-
ordnet und programmiert ist zum:

Setzen einer Öffnung, die das elektro-
nische Drosselventil (65) vom Starten
des Reduzierens der Öffnung des elek-
tronischen Drosselventils (65) bis zum
Starten des Auskuppelns der Kupplung
(44) erreicht, als einer ersten Öffnung,
wenn die Betätigungsgröße des Gas-
griffs (63) eine erste Betätigungsgröße
(A1) ist und der Gangschaltungsbefehl
von der Gangschaltungsbefehl-Ausga-
beeinrichtung (30a, 30b) empfangen
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wird, und
Setzen der Öffnung, die das elektroni-
sche Drosselventil (65) vom Starten
des Reduzierens der Öffnung des elek-
tronischen Drosselventils (65) bis zum
Starten des Auskuppelns der Kupplung
(44) erreicht, als einer zweiten Öffnung,
die größer als die erste Öffnung ist,
wenn die Betätigungsgröße des Gas-
griffs (63) eine zweite Betätigungsgrö-
ße (A2), die größer als die erste Betä-
tigungsgröße (A1) ist, ist und der Gang-
schaltungsbefehl empfangen wird.

4. Grätschsitzfahrzeug (1) nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 3, wobei die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96)
das wenigstens eine Stellglied (60) derart steuert,
dass mit dem Ändern einer Getriebeposition des Ge-
triebemechanismus (43) mit mehreren Zahnrädern
gleichzeitig zu oder nach dem Starten des Auskup-
pelns der Kupplung (44) gestartet wird.

5. Grätschsitzfahrzeug (1) nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 3, wobei:

die Drehmomentänderungseinrichtung eine in
dem Motor (45) vorgesehene Zündeinrichtung
(67) enthält, und
die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) das Motor-
drehmoment durch das Durchführen eines
Zündzeitverzögerungs-Steuerprozesses für die
Zündeinrichtung (67) reduziert.

6. Grätschsitzfahrzeug (1) nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 3, wobei:

die Drehmomentänderungseinrichtung ein
Kraftstoffzuführsystem (66) enthält, das ange-
ordnet ist zum Zuführen von Kraftstoff zu dem
Motor (45), und
die Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) das Motor-
drehmoment reduziert durch das Steuern der
Kraftstoffzuführmenge oder der Kraftstoffzu-
führzeit des Kraftstoffzuführsystems (66).

7. Grätschsitzfahrzeug (1) nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 3, wobei die Gangschaltungsbefehl-Ausgabe-
einheit (30a, 30b) eine Steuereinrichtung enthält, die
angeordnet und programmiert ist zum Ausgeben des
Gangschaltungsbefehls in Entsprechung zu einer
Antriebsbedingung des Grätschsitzfahrzeugs (1).

8. Grätschsitzfahrzeug (1) nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 3, das weiterhin eine Benachrichtigungseinrich-
tung (82) umfasst, die angeordnet ist zum Vorsehen
einer Benachrichtigung mittels einer visuellen Anga-
be, eines Klangs oder eine Vibration, wenn die
Stoßreduktion-Steuereinheit (96) den Steuerpro-

zess durchführt.

Revendications

1. Véhicule de type à selle (1) muni d’un dispositif de
transmission automatique (50), comprenant :

une commande d’accélérateur (63) à manœu-
vrer par un pilote,
un embrayage (44) incluant un organe rotatif du
côté entraînement (445) auquel est transmis le
couple moteur, ainsi qu’un organe rotatif du côté
entraîné (449) agencé pour entrer en contact
avec l’organe rotatif du côté entraînement (445)
et se séparer de celui-ci,
un mécanisme de transmission à rapports mul-
tiples (43) incluant un embrayage à crabots et
placé entre l’organe rotatif du côté entraîné
(449) de l’embrayage (44) et la roue motrice (23)
du véhicule de type à selle (1),
au moins un actionneur (60) agencé pour en-
traîner l’embrayage (44) et le mécanisme de
transmission à rapports multiples (43),
un dispositif de modification de couple (37, 65,
66, 67) agencé pour modifier le couple moteur,
un dispositif de sortie de commande de chan-
gement de rapport (30a, 30b) agencé pour dé-
livrer en sortie une commande de changement
de rapport, et
un système de commande de transmission (90)
agencé et programmé pour commander le ou
les actionneurs (60) et le dispositif de modifica-
tion de couple (37, 65, 66, 67), le système de
commande de transmission (90) incluant une
unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
agencée et programmée pour exécuter un trai-
tement de commande destiné à réduire le cou-
ple moteur, à la réception de la commande de
changement de rapport provenant du dispositif
de sortie de commande de changement de rap-
port (30a, 30b), en pilotant le dispositif de mo-
dification de couple (37, 65, 66, 67), et ensuite
pour commencer à désaccoupler l’embrayage
(44) en pilotant le ou les actionneurs (60), où
le dispositif de modification de couple inclut une
vanne électronique de papillon des gaz (65) pré-
vue pour le moteur (45), et
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
réduit le couple moteur en réduisant l’ouverture
de la vanne électronique de papillon des gaz
(65),
caractérisé en ce que
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
est agencée et programmée pour :

établir comme première durée (T1) une du-
rée allant du moment du démarrage de ré-
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duction de l’ouverture de la vanne électro-
nique de papillon des gaz (65) jusqu’au mo-
ment du démarrage de désaccouplement
de l’embrayage (44), si le degré d’actionne-
ment de la commande d’accélérateur (63)
est un premier degré d’actionnement (A1),
lors de la réception de la commande de
changement de rapport provenant du dis-
positif de sortie de commande de change-
ment de rapport (30a, 30b), et
établir comme seconde durée (T2) une du-
rée allant du moment du démarrage de ré-
duction de l’ouverture de la vanne électro-
nique de papillon des gaz (65) jusqu’au mo-
ment du démarrage de désaccouplement
de l’embrayage (44), laquelle est plus cour-
te que la première durée (T1), si le degré
d’actionnement de la commande d’accélé-
rateur (63) est un second degré d’actionne-
ment (A2) qui est plus grand que le premier
degré d’actionnement (A1), lors de la récep-
tion de la commande de changement de
rapport.

2. Véhicule de type à selle (1) muni d’un dispositif de
transmission automatique (50), comprenant :

une commande d’accélérateur (63) à manœu-
vrer par un pilote,
un embrayage (44) incluant un organe rotatif du
côté entraînement (445) auquel est transmis le
couple moteur, ainsi qu’un organe rotatif du côté
entraîné (449) agencé pour entrer en contact
avec l’organe rotatif du côté entraînement (445)
et se séparer de celui-ci,
un mécanisme de transmission à rapports mul-
tiples (43) incluant un embrayage à crabots et
placé entre l’organe rotatif du côté entraîné
(449) de l’embrayage (44) et la roue motrice (23)
du véhicule de type à selle (1),
au moins un actionneur (60) agencé pour en-
traîner l’embrayage (44) et le mécanisme de
transmission à rapports multiples (43),
un dispositif de modification de couple (37, 65,
66, 67) agencé pour modifier le couple moteur,
un dispositif de sortie de commande de chan-
gement de rapport (30a, 30b) agencé pour dé-
livrer en sortie une commande de changement
de rapport, et
un système de commande de transmission (90)
agencé et programmé pour commander le ou
les actionneurs (60) et le dispositif de modifica-
tion de couple (37, 65, 66, 67), le système de
commande de transmission (90) incluant une
unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
agencée et programmée pour exécuter un trai-
tement de commande destiné à réduire le cou-
ple moteur, à la réception de la commande de

changement de rapport provenant du dispositif
de sortie de commande de changement de rap-
port (30a, 30b), en pilotant le dispositif de mo-
dification de couple (37, 65, 66, 67), et ensuite
pour commencer à désaccoupler l’embrayage
(44) en pilotant le ou les actionneurs (60), où
le dispositif de modification de couple inclut une
vanne électronique de papillon des gaz (65) pré-
vue pour le moteur (45), et
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
réduit le couple moteur en réduisant l’ouverture
de la vanne électronique de papillon des gaz
(65),
caractérisé en ce que
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
est agencée et programmée pour :

réduire l’ouverture de la vanne électronique
de papillon des gaz (65) à un premier régi-
me, si le degré d’actionnement de la com-
mande d’accélérateur (63) est un premier
degré d’actionnement (A1), lors de la récep-
tion de la commande de changement de
rapport provenant du dispositif de sortie de
commande de changement de rapport
(30a, 30b), et
réduire l’ouverture de la vanne électronique
de papillon des gaz (65) à un second régime
qui est inférieur au premier régime, si le de-
gré d’actionnement de la commande d’ac-
célérateur (63) est un second degré d’ac-
tionnement (A2) qui est plus grand que le
premier degré d’actionnement (A1), lors de
la réception de la commande de change-
ment de rapport.

3. Véhicule de type à selle (1) muni d’un dispositif de
transmission automatique (50), comprenant :

une commande d’accélérateur (63) à manœu-
vrer par un pilote,
un embrayage (44) incluant un organe rotatif du
côté entraînement (445) auquel est transmis le
couple moteur, ainsi qu’un organe rotatif du côté
entraîné (449) agencé pour entrer en contact
avec l’organe rotatif du côté entraînement (445)
et se séparer de celui-ci,
un mécanisme de transmission à rapports mul-
tiples (43) incluant un embrayage à crabots et
placé entre l’organe rotatif du côté entraîné
(449) de l’embrayage (44) et la roue motrice (23)
du véhicule de type à selle (1),
au moins un actionneur (60) agencé pour en-
traîner l’embrayage (44) et le mécanisme de
transmission à rapports multiples (43),
un dispositif de modification de couple (37, 65,
66, 67) agencé pour modifier le couple moteur,
un dispositif de sortie de commande de chan-
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gement de rapport (30a, 30b) agencé pour dé-
livrer en sortie une commande de changement
de rapport, et
un système de commande de transmission (90)
agencé et programmé pour commander le ou
les actionneurs (60) et le dispositif de modifica-
tion de couple (37, 65, 66, 67), le système de
commande de transmission (90) incluant une
unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
agencée et programmée pour exécuter un trai-
tement de commande destiné à réduire le cou-
ple moteur, à la réception de la commande de
changement de rapport provenant du dispositif
de sortie de commande de changement de rap-
port (30a, 30b), en pilotant le dispositif de mo-
dification de couple (37, 65, 66, 67), et ensuite
pour commencer à désaccoupler l’embrayage
(44) en pilotant le ou les actionneurs (60), où
le dispositif de modification de couple inclut une
vanne électronique de papillon des gaz (65) pré-
vue pour le moteur (45), et
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
réduit le couple moteur en réduisant l’ouverture
de la vanne électronique de papillon des gaz
(65),
caractérisé en ce que
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
est agencée et programmée pour :

établir, comme première ouverture, l’ouver-
ture qu’atteint la vanne électronique de pa-
pillon des gaz (65) depuis le moment de dé-
marrage de réduction de l’ouverture de la
vanne électronique de papillon des gaz (65)
jusqu’au moment du démarrage de désac-
couplement de l’embrayage (44), si le degré
d’actionnement de la commande d’accélé-
rateur (63) est un premier degré d’action-
nement (A1), lors de la réception de la com-
mande de changement de rapport prove-
nant du dispositif de sortie de commande
de changement de rapport (30a, 30b), et
établir, comme seconde ouverture, l’ouver-
ture qu’atteint la vanne électronique de pa-
pillon des gaz (65) depuis le moment de dé-
marrage de réduction de l’ouverture de la
vanne électronique de papillon des gaz (65)
jusqu’au moment du démarrage de désac-
couplement de l’embrayage (44), laquelle
est supérieure à la première ouverture, si le
degré d’actionnement de la commande
d’accélérateur (63) est un second degré
d’actionnement (A2) qui est plus grand que
le premier degré d’actionnement (A1), lors
de la réception de la commande de chan-
gement de rapport.

4. Véhicule de type à selle (1) conforme à l’une quel-

conque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel l’unité
de commande de réduction de choc (96) pilote le ou
les actionneurs (60) de sorte à démarrer le change-
ment de position de rapport du mécanisme de trans-
mission à rapports multiples (43) au même moment
que le démarrage du désaccouplement de l’em-
brayage (44) ou après celui-ci.

5. Véhicule de type à selle (1) conforme à l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel :

le dispositif de modification de couple inclut un
dispositif d’allumage (67) disposé dans le mo-
teur (45), et
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
réduit le couple moteur en effectuant un traite-
ment de commande de retard d’allumage sur le
dispositif d’allumage (67).

6. Véhicule de type à selle (1) conforme à l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel :

le dispositif de modification inclut un système
d’alimentation en carburant (66) agencé pour
fournir du carburant au moteur (45), et
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96)
réduit le couple moteur en régulant la quantité
de fourniture de carburant ou la séquence de
fourniture de carburant du système d’alimenta-
tion en carburant (66).

7. Véhicule de type à selle (1) conforme à l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel le dis-
positif de sortie de commande de changement de
rapport (30a, 30b) inclut un dispositif de commande
agencé et programmé pour délivrer en sortie la com-
mande de changement de rapport en fonction d’une
condition de roulage du véhicule de type à selle (1).

8. Véhicule de type à selle (1) conforme à l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 3, comprenant en
outre un dispositif de notification (82) agencé pour
procurer une notification grâce à l’un d’une indication
visuelle, d’un son ou d’une vibration au moment où
l’unité de commande de réduction de choc (96) exé-
cute le traitement de commande.
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